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The Court of Appeal held on the contrary that the school-
board was within the law when some at least of the instruction
was elementary. But a point had obviously been reached when
only fresh legislation could remove the anomalies and
straighten out the complications that had arisen through
inability to define the word elementary.
Meanwhile another local authority had arisen by whom
education other than elementary could be provided at public
expense. This was the county council. In 1889, the year of its
birth, it was permitted to levy a penny rate for technical
education. In 1890 it was compelled to spend ' whisky money *
for similar purposes, because the Chancellor of the Exchequer
thought it better policy to humour the temperance cause by
diverting to social betterment a tax he had intended to spend
in compensating publicans for the non-renewal of redundant
licences. And any schools a county council established might
earn science and art grants by working for the necessary state
examinations. This made it possible for county councils to
provide a general education as an introduction to technical
training. It enabled them gradually to build up a system of
county scholarships. And the measures they took to foster
technical education were not limited to adolescents who were
about to go straight into remunerative employment; pupils
might be prepared for further full-time education, including
that offered in the universities. Thus the educational ladder—
used by the grammar schools, advertised in 1889 by the Cross
commission on the elementary education acts, and labelled by
Huxley—came into publicly provided education by the back
door.
Both the supply of post-primary education and the demand
for it were thus steadily expanding, when a liberal government
set up the Bryce commission on the organization of a system
of secondary education. This royal commission had so little
idea what this mysterious official term meant that it defined
it as c education conducted in view of the special life that has
to be lived, with the express purpose of forming a person fit
to live it/ But it was at least clear that two defects existed.

